NASA Celebrates 10th Anniversary of Apollo 12

KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, Fla. (AP) - Apollo 11 was history's first major mission to the moon, but it was not the last. In 1970, Apollo 12, a four-day mission, was launched to the moon, and the second landing site was chosen for Apollo 13. Apollo 12 was the second successful landing on the moon, and the mission was a great success for NASA.

The spaceflight made use of a computer guidance system that allowed the astronauts to navigate the craft while on the moon. The astronauts took a number of photographs and made some scientific observations. The mission was considered a success, and the astronauts returned safely to Earth.
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NOTICES

MEMORIAL TO A GREAT E-RAU STAFF MEMBER WHO HAS NOW LEFT US

A memorial service for Nan Green, Associate Director of Institutional Student Affairs, was held yesterday, Nov. 20 at 3:00 p.m. in the University Center. Members of the University Community were invited to share their tribute to a dear friend.

Nan was a three-year member of the E-RAU staff, and her sudden death this past weekend was a shock to all those who knew and worked with her.

SPRING GRADUATION - Applications will be accepted and a graduate student to give a PRELIMINARY GRADUATION EULOGY in order to help prepare for a smooth completion. Check with the Admissions and Records Office if you have any questions.

FAA EXAMS COMING UP SATURDAY AND DEC. 11


Students interested in taking a written examination test are encouraged to sign up in advance at 0:295, prior to examination day.

Chief Pilot Turns Author

By Daniel Karper

A pilot with over 37,000 hours in addition to a degree in aviation, would you buy it? What if the pilot also had a love for flying and was interested in joining the US Navy?

Captain Jim McCallister is a pilot and he has enough experience, ratings, and knowledge to write books on aviation. The two most recent books are titled "FLYING IN AVIATION" and "FLYING IN AVIATION - THE GROUND and the TIME." These two books have information on aviation jobs, the aviation job market, job wages, and education and opportunity.

There are also sections in both books on preparing the applicant for an interview with all the important topics.

There is a full section on pilot recruitment, pilot benefits, and some important things to know.

"FLYING IN AVIATION - THE GROUND and the TIME" is available at your local bookstore.

The president, Randy Alessi, said, "We want our students to be successful in their careers, and to receive a certificate of appreciation, which we gratefully accepted.

We want to give them a feel of what it's like to be in the aviation industry. The Club is still based in support of the "Handy" Bridge, which we believe is a wonderful idea for the entire school. It was noticed that the major highways and airport roads, Embry-Riddle do not have any signs (excluding Clyde Byers). So in cooperation with the Florida Highway Transportation Department, Embry-Riddle will have signs on I-95, I-95, and other major roads in the Dayonta area. We are proud to see the Bridge-Builder Club for this cause because people have contributed a lot of the money to buy the school due to the interesting sign at the airport.

As it stands now, Friday, January 11th, is to be the most popular day for the Piper Tower. If anyone has any questions or remarks please contact Randy Alessi, Box 329, 701.
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spacelift, which had made a flawless landing toward the Moon on April 22, 1967. The astronauts planned to drive over to the three-legged spacecraft, photograph it and retrieve some of its parts. Scientists would later examine these to gauge the effects of the "two and one-half" years of slowing down the temperature and the solar wind.

Eighty-three hours after lift-off, the craft reached the critical point where it would reduce speed and drop into an elliptical orbit around the Moon. When the orbit was achieved, the instrument were retrieved with the spacecraft up before them. Navy officer Pete Conrad inspected that the lunar surface "Moon's eye view" was not a good place to pull up. Nevertheless, "thunder" was the term used later on to describe the delicate landing unbekling them.

After the retrorockets on the Moon's landing module stopped, astronauts Dick Gordon and Bean, unlocked from the lunar module Intrepid and began its descent toward the lunar surface. Conrad and Bean faced the task of slowing the Intrepid's rate of descent from 5,350 feet per second to near zero at touchdown. The craft, lifted and the descent engine was then. hitting the Intrepid to rest on the Moon's surface.

The second manned lunar expedition had landed in the Ocean of Storms, 1100 hours 40 minutes after lift-off, at 1:24 AM CST, Nov. 19. The effort to perfect the landing site was successful. The Intrepid had flown two and a half hours at a quarter of a million miles per hour, landing two miles in a flat field away from its target, the Surveyor 3 spacecraft. The third and fourth men to land on the Moon had no time to react at their spacecraft or to reflect on the importance of this moment. Every minute of the 236 hours Conrad and Bean would spend on the lunar surface was scheduled and accounted for in a flight plan as thick as a telephone directory. Confidence in the life support equipment had been built-up in the successful landing of Apollo 11. While the first human footprints on the lunar surface (EVA) had lasted two and one-half hours, the stay of the Intrepid would be three days. Conrad and Bean had the ship in the bug-eyed off the face, captured on camera by the lunar module.

The intrepid was driven off the bug-eyed off the face, captured on camera by the lunar module.
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On Tuesday, Dec. 30, the final examination will be con-ducted by the Crane Mfg. Co. (General Purpose Room). Each student is also required to bring a CPM program.

At the time of the final examination, each CPM student must present a written report, signed by their appropriate Aeronautical Science instructor, or the failed student will receive a grade of F, according to the university's regulations.

The comments are expected to be worth 10 points.

The examination is scheduled for 2 p.m. on Tuesday, December 30th.
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BUCK'S GUN RACK INC.
LICENSED FIREARMS DEALERS
GUNS!
NEW and USED
"Daytona's Leading Supplier of Guns of All Kinds"
AMMUNITION COLLECTOR'S ITEMS
KNIVES -SCOPES
607 Volusia Avenue
RT 92
Daytona Beach, Florida
CALL 252-8471

HAIR HUT UNISEX SALON
FLY OVER FOR 10% DISCOUNT ON ANY SERVICE
PRECISION HAIRCUTS
PRICES:
WOMEN: $12.00
MEN: $9.00
PHONE 761-6061

YOU WON'T FORGET THIS SCHOOL
With E-RAU LP: Free Uniform $9 Per Month
One Free Lesson
We Won't Turn You Into A Robot
Our Job, Teach Fighting Without Injury
Classes 6 Days A Week
Guaranteed For College Mind Hit Run Actions Snap Timing
253-1771
705 Volusia Ave.
Across From Spence Chevrolet

THE SAME PHYSICAL FITNESS PROGRAM USED BY HUNDREDS
OF PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES
IS NOW AVAILABLE IN DAYTONA...

- 20 Years of Research and Development
- Requires less time than jogging or weight lifting
- Excellent Cardio-
Respiratory Conditioning
- Whirlpool

Nautilus Health Fitness Center
of South Daytona, Fla.
541 Beville Road • Daytona Beach

Sorrento Delicatessen, Inc.
Within Walking Distance of School
In the K-Mart Shopping Center:
DELI- SIRL PIZZA
DAILY SPECIALS
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SUNDAY
Select Menu Item:
Soddie: $1.00
Pizza: $2.00
Pizza: $2.00
Roast: $1.90
Roast: $1.90

OPEN 8 AM TO 10 PM
Phone: 253-1771

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Special Student Rates
761-6873
NAUTILUS
FREE TRIAL OFFER!
Come in and let us demonstrate how nautilus can work
for you! Your first visit is free... trained technicans
will demonstrate equipment and explain the medically
proven therapy that has made NAUTILUS the last word
in physical fitness.
Open 9 to 9 Mon.-Thurs. 9 to 6 on Saturday

DAYTONA BEACH AVIATION
"AT THE GATE OF THE TOWER"
Volume 125B
AIRCRAFT RENTAL - IFP OR VFR
If you have a current license & are current with Entry -
Riddle - you are current with
DAYTONA BEACH AVIATION
and
ORMOND BEACH AVIATION
Being a remainant from your instrucor or ask for informa-
tion of our Charter.
SEE THE ISLANDS
BY AN INEXPENSIVE GROUP CHARTER FLIGHT
CALL 255-0471

Mooney
The Shoiboyton is a very special day in the lives of many American Indians. This is an extremely important event in the celebration of the Native American Heritage Month. On this day, we will have a wonderful, educational, and cultural experience with our Native American friends. 

It is a day to remember and cherish, to honor our ancestors and their traditions. The Shoiboyton is not only a celebration of our culture but also a way to preserve and pass down our traditions to future generations.

Traditionally, the Shoiboyton is marked by various cultural events, including dance performances, music, storytelling, and traditional arts and crafts. It is an opportunity for the community to come together, share our heritage, and strengthen our bonds with our roots.

This event is not just limited to the Native American community; it is open to everyone who wants to learn and appreciate our culture. It is a celebration of diversity and unity, where people from different backgrounds can come together and celebrate our common heritage.

So, let's join our Native American friends on this special day and participate in their celebrations. It will be an experience to remember, and we will learn so much about our rich cultural heritage.

Thank you for joining us in this special event. Let's make it a day of unity, love, and respect for our native traditions.
The Ideal Student Companion

The 250Watt Peerless 7SR50L

$148

Fits in the Palm Of Your Hand

ASK ABOUT OUR FAST EASY BUDGET TERMS

HART'S
STEREO CENTER

201 MAIN
PH. 255-1488

THE MOST INTERESTING STORE IN TOWN

Hart's Daytona's Most Complete Stereo And Video Store

"IT'S A SONY"

The TV YOU GO TO SLEEP WITH AND WAKE UP TO.
I

Sports

Caroline Goes Good!

By K.W. Johnson

The Wolf Pack's Caroline
Photo by K. W. Johnson

basketball team was

Portsmouth's biggest win

in the history of the

school. The win was

over the Division I

powerhouse, Portsmouth

High School, by a score of

75-68.

The game started slowly,

with both teams scoreless

for the first 11 minutes.

However, once the

Wolf Pack got into a rhythm,

they began to pull away.

The Wolf Pack's powerful

forward, Mary Smith, scored

12 points in the first half,

and the team's defense

held Portsmouth to just 22

points in the first 24

minutes.

In the second half,

the Wolf Pack's dynamic

guard, Amelia Lewis,

scored 15 points, including

three key three-point shots,

to extend the lead to 64-48

with 16 minutes remaining.

Portsmouth tried to

mount a comeback, but the

Wolf Pack's solid defense

held them scoreless for

nine minutes, allowing the

Wolf Pack to put the game

out of reach.

The Wolf Pack's victory

not only gives them a

confidence boost, but also

sets them up well for their

next game against

Florence High School.

Eagles Lose Homecoming

By Mykhyl Martin

Last Saturday, our university's
ceset vein, the Eagles,

played against the soccer team

of the University of North Florida.

The match was the last game

for the Eagles in this season.

Unfortunatley, the Eagles

failed to win the game, losing

by a score of 2-1.

The Eagles started well,

taking control of the midfield

and creating several scoring

opportunities. However, the

defenders of UNF were solid

and managed to keep the

Eagles at bay.

In the second half, UNF

scored a goal off a free kick

from the edge of the box.

The Eagles tried to level

the score, but their attacks

were thwarted by the UNF
defense.

The loss was a setback for

the Eagles, but they remained

optimistic about their

remaining games.
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